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ABSTRACT

The finite temperature treatment of gauge theories,formulated

in terms of a gauge invariant variable as in a Polyakov method,is

used as a device for obtaining an effective theory where the

confinement test takes the form of a correlation function. The

formalism is discussed for the abelian C P model in various

dimensionalities and for the pure Yang—Mills theory in the limit of

zero temperature. In the latter case a class of vortex like

configurations of the effective theory which induce confinement

correspond in particular to the instanton solutions.

- * Submitted for publication.
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Introduction.

In this paper we present a discussion of the confinement

in the case of abelian and non abelian gauge theories, by considering

the system at finite temperature. We are not. interested so much in

studying the gauge theories at finite temperature for its own sake.

Rather, the finite temperature formalism can be considered as a

device for looking at the problem from a convenient angle; when

desired , one can then discuss the limit of zero temperature,
(1 2)

This point of view was actually proposed by Polyakov 'some time ago

for the non abelian gauge theories where he pointed out the role of

the gauge invariant variable Tn. r -tx̂  ̂ i \ Ji A,^?))

(see sect, l) which is relevant for the confinement problem.

The important feature of this method is that it makes possible

to formulate the confinement problem, i.e. the behaviour of the

expectation value of the Wilson-Loop, as the problem of the

behaviour of a usual correlation function in an effective theory

which is only globally, as opposed to locally^ invariant and

therefore it gives a more easy and familiar case to be discussed.

If the space-time had originally i+J. dimensions, the effective

theory is formulated in dL space dimensions, due to the

compactification of the (imaginary) time variable.

We begin with an explicit treatment of an abelian case, the

C P model, in 1 + J with A, >/l dimensions. Recently an

interesting formulation of this model at finite temperature

appeared in the literature , but the appropriate variable and

the implications for the confinement problem were not put into

evidence. The finite temperature formulation of the model, improved

according to the Folyakov point of view, appears interesting for

various reasons. First, because it makes the case of two dimensions

qualitatively not different from the higher dimensions, i.e.

confinement, screening arid a peculiar degeneracy discussed in ref.( 4)

are all of them non perturbative phenomena in any dimensionality.

Second, because the effective theory comef out to bo a X V

model with some external field, i.e. a rather familial1 case,

and it is interesting to recognize how the various features

of the y~ Y model reflect the features of the original one,

C P , confirming the previous results of ref. ( 4) ,

The picture can be also formulated for ,-• non nbelian theory.

In particular we discuss the main problem of a pure Yang-Mills

gauge theory. In this case the problem is. to show that the theory

is always in a confining phase, for 1+5 dimensions, at least

for values of the temperature not too high; actually one is mainly

interested in understanding the zero temperature limit. We do not

have a completely explicit treatment of this case. However, we

find that our formalism give us definite clues about the confinement

and its picture. Essentially, we pick up again a X Y model which

is part of the effective theory in three space dimensions that

corresponds to the pure Yang-Mills theory. The exponential decrease

of the Wilson loop with the area corresponds to the exponential

decrease with distance of the correlation function of this model.

According to a general argument, the short rf.nge behaviour of the

correlation function of the X V model can be related, see sect. (5)j

to the presence of indefinitely long vortex lines. As a distinctive

mark of this presence we recognize that, in the limit of zero

temperature, the instanton solution corresponds to a vortex line

for our X Y model variables. The bad behaviour of the integration

over the size is here welcome as the signal of the relevance nf

vortex lines of very large length, which induce confinement. As it

is well known, the relevance of the instantons for the confinement

has been argued by the Princeton group in a different context.

Actually we notice that for us what are relevant are not the

instantons themselves, but rather the long vortex lines; the
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instantons just provide a particular realization of them. A

structure of the vacuum as a condensateof vortex lines has also

been advocated as a mechanism for confinement for non abelian

theories in ref. (6). We think that our picture is probably

related to the ones of ref. (5) and (6), but presently we do not

know of a precise connection.

The paper is organized as follows. In sect, i we review the

finite temperature method. In sect. 2 we compute, with some

approximations, the finite temperature effective action for the

C P"**' model. In sect. 3 we compute the correlation function of

the effective theory, which corresponds to the evaluation of the

expectation value of a Wilson Loop for the C P **" ' model. This

is done for various dimensionalities and by using both semi-

classical arguments and a mean field method. In sect. 4 we discuss

briefly the compact QED case. In sect. 5 we review with our language

and we make more explicit the mechanism by which the vortices induce

a short range correlation in the X Y model, for two and three

space dimensions. The results of this section have been in part

used in the previous part and are also relevant for the remaining

discussion. In sect. 6 we treat the case of the pure Yang-Mills

theory, in the limit of r.ero temperature.

1. The Polyakov method.

The main idea is that at finite temperature the Euclidean

space-time has the topology of a cylinder, due to the periodic

boundary"conditions at the end of the interval o $ t £ (̂  p where

B is the inverse of the temperature. Therefore we have a

gauge invariant object defined on a closed contour which cannot

be deformed to a point,namely Fft. ̂ 2.t^) » where

A, d.i)

and I is the path ordering symbol (superflous for an abelian

theory). The quantity ~fa £llj?) appears in the computation of the

free energy of the system when two static classical sources

with opposite charge are located in space at X-t and X t )

to be precise this energy is minus the logarithm of the

correlation function:

< Tn. (JI+<A>) Tn. (^ Q?A) > •
Thus, this is the correlation function which replaces the Wilson

loop at finite temperature . In a sense, the formulation of the

confinement test is more intuitive at finite than at zero temperature.

An external source 3^. means the addition of

to the action. If the source represents a non quantized static

particle localized at >. s , then the space components of J^»

are zero and Tj-*,*)i-& independent of X . Then

Therefore, taking into account the iiath ordering which is necessary

for f non abelian theory, o linearly rising interaction between

two external particles will imply

-U- -5-



(1.2)

i.e. a short range behaviour of the correlation function • We

notice that the compactification of the dimension denoted with

the variable "C allows us to put our attention just on the space

dependence, which is what one intuitively would have said in

a problem about the confinement of static charges. The interesting

variable is the "field" X"l. C>*) : the strategy will be to look

for an effective theory for this field. The effective theory

will have tk. dimensions, if the original gauge theory was

considered in 4 f J. dimensions, and the confinement test will

concern a usual correlation function, see eq. (1. 2), as for theories

having a global invariance. The zero temperature case can be obtained

in particular with the limit fa -> 00 ; by standard arguments on

extensive quantities one expects that the quantity K at the

exponent of eq. (l.2) becomes proportional to (i .

The effective theory can be formally constructed from a gauge

theory involving in general gauge fields />» ̂  and particle fields

<£(>O by means of the following reasoning . Let us consider

at finite temperature:

(1.3)

Suppose we choose the gauge A # -o and therefore look for a gauge

transformation U(r,?)such that

A ( 7 )
.._ ^ . . , . . 0 which

will appear in the boundary conditions through I2.(?)~ P

That i s , we will have

cW

(1.4)

where by definition

(1.5)

describes the effective theory in Si. (.* ) . This variabl e

appears in the boundary conditions of the functional integral in

the r.h.s; of eq. (1.5):

u + U"1 1Z U =•

Since

(if
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2. The effective finite temperature action for C P*"\

• . I " 1

To begin with,we rederive the rersul t of ref. ( 3) for CP

in two dimensions, by using the Polyakov method and considering in

general •( + *• dimensions. Since we are inttrested in studying the

infrared properties we will not discuss the necessary ultraviolet

regularization. The C P model is an abelian gauge theory

described by the Lagrangian » » »

l Z (2.1)

with the constraint i \$t*>\ =4 (notice that there is not a

"kinetic" term for the gauge field). Let us remember that for as

the system is always a phase where a mass is dynamically

generated for every value of , whereas for a. weak coupling

regime of the Higgs type appears * . This latter one is characterized

by a non zero expectation value for the <r multiplet, for instance

. : as a consequence the field takes on a

mass term and <ri i • • • ,^ti-t become Goldstone modes , In the following

we will be concerned with the former, symmetric phase. <*

In this case the finite temperature variable is Ji(xJ = C *

and the effective Lagrtngian in XI C£) can be read from -*t

which as we tiave seen in eq.s (1.4) (l.5),is obtained by performing

the functional integrf.tion in <yL*p3?) and At(.t;?) with the

conditions

P
•(•*> (2.2)

We do the computation with the /a. expansion, which amounts to

consider just one loop graphs in the «P field. This approximation

is actually consistent for small gauge fields; we can thereform perform

first the integral over <£ , with an expansion at the lowest order

in "e . The zeroth order gi-aphj i.e. for

to the computation of
= o is equivalent

where TfH, is the prtvioualy mentioned dynamically generated mass;

in the following this will be the only quantity depending on 4- .

This computation is easily done in the limit where JZ-C") is taken

as a constant in , with the result

This can be further developed in powers of g_

term is

(2.4)

, and the leading

(2.5)

where ^ = Z J(2nr

The contribution of order (s[nt) is equivalent to the

polarization graphs,see fig. 15

vacuum

-^•^V^O^^N-^V^

Fig. 1

which give , for large (i and large wavelengths, the standard

result



Here we have put 4"^" CTO*

order in the gauge field. *£

arguments is prnportionaJ to

Next we perfom t he integration over AtCc'x) > with the

condition stated ii. eq. (2.2), and we obtain

since it is already of second

is a constant, which lor dimensionality

. Computation of the correlation function (Wilson Loop) forC

(2.7)

In conclusion we get the follow]ng effective action S

for the quantity Si (**} = a * ^ l l J

(2.8)

Of course wo have to keep in mind the approximations made, in

particular the assumption of small gauge fields. In the case of

just (4+A ) dimensions the result of eq. (2.8) can be proved

slightly more generally, e.g. following the method of ref.( 3 )

which works in the gauge A j = O , and it is sufficient to assume

that the gauge field, and therefore JL(.A ) , is slowly varying

—J
in X

We want to show that, the action b(H^, written in eq. (2.8),

approximate as it is already contains the essential ingredients

in order to get confinement, and also to discuss properly the

screening and a peculiar degeneracy of the model. The key point

is indeed the fact that the action is .i functional of Sll?) which

implies that it is periodic with respect to the quantity W TA.K,M

with a period equal to 21C . Of course, if we are willing to

see effects of this periodicity we have to consider situations

whore the field is not small, therefore strictly speaking off

the range of validity of our result. However,the fact that the

relevant variable is Jit (*) follows from very general requirements

of gauge invariance, as we have seen. Therefore we can consider

our effective action St^1) a s a smooth interpolation between the

the effective action for large gauge fields, which one should

compute for large j* , and the one obtained for weak gauge fields,

where S l ^ W i +i JjrA,(.T/?J . This interpolation agrees with

the general requirements. Let us then discuss the picture we

obtain by using this effective action, for various dimensionalities.

Tt is convenient to define

ft {*) = (3.1)

Notice that the action SC-0-̂  of eq. (2.8) is just like a Sine-

Gordon action in <f f?) with the difference that <f(xJ is defined

modulo 111 , As we have seen, this follows from gauge invariance;

we insist on this important point, which apparently was not

recognized in previous discussions of the C P model at

finite temperature. As we said in sect. ], we are interested in

computing the correlation function
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(3.2)

Confinement, for instance, corresponds to a decrease of the

correlation function r~~i exp (̂K |x-*'/ J. As it is eq. (3.2) corresponds

to the case of two external particles carrying in absolute value

the same charge as the one of the field of the C P model. It

is convenient, to avoid the screening, to introduce external

particles of charge ^ . The corresponding correlation function

is then

(.3.3)

We stress again the simplification obtained in considering the

effective theory for i.L{>) : the question of the behaviour of

the Wilson loop is now the more familiar question of the behaviour

of a two point correlation function. Notice that the perturbation

expansion.for small "ft?! of the effective action St*1) in eq. (2.8)

would give, at the lowest order,

and therefore a massive propagator for ^fCi?) . The perturbation

theory result, expected for small & , would therefore imply

which, in terms of our original gauge theory, is the sign.i] of the

phase.

a) Space dimension <X - 1.

Let us begin by considering the case of (4*"*) dimensions.

Here the perturbation expansion is spoiled by the presence of the

solitons , which are just the usual Sine-Gordon solitons,carrying

the topological number

Clearly for a soliton or an antisoliton

Q, ~ e. A

where fLi I s the position of the soliton or antisoliton and

5l(i}is 4 i fX^ft<X / 0 elsewhere ( the solitons are taken

to be of negligible size compared with |*-x'l ). Let the exponential

of the action of a soliton or an antisoliton be (J* . Notice that

(S"= 0 (C" ) and therefore solitons cannot be seen in a yti.

expansion. With an elementary computation in a dilute gas

description we get

<e - e (3.4)

As discussed at length elsewhere, in our compact gauge theory the charge

is quantized. Clearly if 4 is equal to the charge of the *» '

field, which conventionally is one, the correlation function.is a

constant; this is the screening phenomenon. If on the other hand fl

is e.g. half of that charge we get confinement. Notice that there

is no phase transition: there is always confinementj but this is

non perturbative in y'H, • A closer inspection reveals also the

degeneracy anticipated previously. It is indeed evident that since

'-ffxj is only defined modulo 2. It we can let it have an arbitral?}'

number of jumps of 2.K always with zero action, see eqs, (2.8),

(3.1). This is like having an infinite density of solitons in the

previous computation; the dilute gas picture is actually no longer

possible but the result can be stated anyhow as the limit of this

picture: for fl"-?oo. The-n the correlation function, eq. (3.4) for

non integer fl , is zero for any [«-x| , i.e. a degenerate,

-12- -13-



point]ike confinement.

b) Space dimensions d >'1 .

In more than (f+1) dimensions the effective action of eq.

(2.8) describes a system which can undergo a phase transition. If

it were not for the fact that f(x) is defined modulo 171 , the

effective action would be a Sine-Gordon one which is equivalent

to a Coulomb gas. The two phases would then correspond to a

conductor or a dielectric respectively. In the first case the

gauge field C^fy) if. screened by a Higgs phenomenon, as in the

perturbation picture for <f(jt) small, whereas the second phase is

just QED modified by a dielectric constant. This is more or less

the situation which also holds within the "yiL expansion at zero
(4)

temperature, for 4.^ 1« However our action is not a Sine~Gordon

one. The fact that the variable is B makes it rather similar

'to the action of the Y\ model, with a constant external field

coupled to t.Z e . The peculiarity of the X Y model is the

presence of vortices which can induce an exponential damping in

the correlation function , It is interesting to recogni^p that the

vortices we are speaking of here are for many aspects very similar

to the "magnetic monopoles" which, as Polyakov has shown " , see
( 14 )

also the compact QED on a lattice , trigger the confinement

mechanism in the abeli an theory for (rH-y dimensions. Consider

indeed the case of f-f+l) dimensions: in the Euclidean domain

,/\x~ B>» is regarded as a magnetic field. In our effective

theory only the two space dimensions and the gauge field A o ,

actually *?'*} - Jo J ̂  A. Ô i 3 ) f survive . Therefore we have

Be ? i»n '%•*. f CJ?^ and a vortex in cf is a source or £, sink

for the flux lines of TJg , like a magnetic monopole, sec fig. 7,

( :) For convenience, and because we will need sor.ie explicit results
in a later discussion, we revitw in sect. (5) the computation of
the correlation function taking into account vortices with a semi-
classical approximation, in two and three dimensions.

F i g

Actually, due to the presence of the term ~\ {^-C»<J(iP)) in the

action, the flux lines of &t(it) have a tendency to be confined in

a (two dimensional) tube j rather than spread out like in fig, 2.

For a vortex-antivortes pair the picture would be rather like in

fig. 3. a

Fig. 3.a

Fig. J.b

Across the tube the field ^(x) jumps of 17T ; th i s is lil<<; the

jump across the trajectory in two dimensions of a One dimonsionnl

Sine-Gordon soliton. The new thing i s here that the soJiton trajectory

can end up in a point (where a vortex, or magnetic nionopoie, i s

present; there i s also a Dirac like str ing which in fig, ( j .a) is

representedby a broken line) rather than necessarily close over i t se l f

-15-



2. The effective fin-te temperature action for L. r

To begin with,we rederive the resu] t of ref. ( 3) for C P

in two dimensions, by using the Polyakov method and considering in

general •( + *• dimensions. Since we are interested in studying the

infrared properties we will not discuss the necessary ultraviolet

regularization. The C P model is an abelian gauge theory

described by the Lagrangian ' ' '

(2.1)

with the constraint i- I$(*>1 = 1 (notice that there is not a
« = i

"kinetic" term for the gauge field). Let us remember that for ci-4

the system is always a phase where a mass is dynamically

generated for every value of ̂  , whereas for «l?1 a. weak coupling

regime of the Higgs type appears ' .This latter one is characterized

by a non zero expectation value for the 4* multiplet, for instance

^ ^ w ^ s CtfVwC. : as a consequence the A»" field takes on a

mass term and 4\i--- t^ti-* become Goldstone modes . In the following

we will be concerned with the former, symmetric phase. ^

In this casp the finite temperature variable is Jl(x) — C

and the effective JLagr^ngian in SI. C£) can be read from -v/\,

which^as we have seen in eq.s (l.4) (l.5),is obtained by performing

the functional integration in Cpi3-,£) and At(_C^?) with the

conditions

„.„
We do the computation with the yM. expansion, which amounts to

consider just one loop graphs in the tp field. This approximation

is actually consistent for small gauge fields; we can thereform perform

first the integral over 4* i with an expansion at the lowest order

in «e . The zeroth order graph, i.e. for /\ft = o , is equivalent

to the computation of

v(n) - k 5

where Vn. is the prtviousily mentioned dynamically generated mass;

in the following this will be the only quantity depending on -̂ .

This, computation is easily done in the limit where SL C*) is taken

as a constant in X , with the result

This can be further developed in powers of

t erm i s

VO) = n

where \ = * J ^

The contribution of order

polarization graphs,see fig. 1>

(2.4)

, and the leading

(2.5)

is equivalent to the vacuum

r**>*^jK*~**\*'

Fig. 1

which give , for large [i and large wavelengths, the standard

result

^ S^ t|Jjrj>? (2.6)



Here we have put 4>^'~ T'°' since it is already of second

order in the gauge field. *£. I s a constant, which for dimensionality

arguments is proportional to n\ •*

Next we perforn the integration over Ae.£ci*) » with the

condition stated in eq. (2.2), and we obtain

In conclusion we get the following effective action S

for the quantity Si Li?) = AX^'I. J A«U, *J <U )

(2.8)

Of course wo liave to keep in mind the approximations made, in

particular the assumption of small gauge fields. In tlie case of

just Â+-1 ) dimensions the result of eq. (2.8) can be proved

slightly more generally, e.g. following the method of ref.( 3 )

which works in the gauge A ( = O , and it is sufficient to assume

that the gauge field, and therefore Jl(.x ) , is slowly varying

-1
in x

3. Computation of tho correlation function (Wilson Loop) for C r

We want to show that the action b(fl-j, written in eq, (2 . 8 ) ,

approximate as it is already contains the essential ingredients

in order to get confinement, and also to discuss properly the

screening and a peculiar degeneracy of the model. The key point

is indeed the fact that the action is ;< functional of Q.L>?) which

implies that it is periodic with respect to the quantity JdTA»(E,>l

with a period equal to I K . Of coursr, if we are willing to

see effects of this periodicity we have to consider situations

where the field is not small, therefore strictly speaking off

the range of validity of our result. However,the fact that the

relevant variable is X l (x) follows from very general requirements

of gauge invariance, as ve have seen. Therefore we. can consider

our effective action 3(^-) a s a smooth interpolation between the

the effective action for large gauge fields, which one should

compute for large y , and the one obtained for weak gauge fields,

II
where ^L(>f)'v -1 +• i )JrA.l5/») . This interpolation agrees with

the general requirements. Let us then discuss the picture we

obtain by using this effective action, for various dimensionalities.

It is convenient to define

ft^ze . f«?) - H - A-O,*J (3.1)

Notice that the action S t-f-) of eq. (2.8) is just like a Sine-

Gordon action in <f fx) with the difference that <f(?J is defined

modulo T,% . As we have seen, this follows from gauge invarianee;

we insist on this important point, which apparently was not

recognized in previous discussions of the C P model at

finite temperature. As we said in sect, J, we are interested in

computing the correlation function

-10-

4



5. Vortices and correlation function.

Here we review the effect of the vortices on the correlation

function, in two and three dimensions (remember that for us there

is an extra oompactified variablej the temperature variable T

which is not seen in the effective finite temperature theory;

therefore the two cases correspond to (/l+*-) and \ 1+3J

dimensions respectively).

For two dimensions the argument essentially mimics the

one presented by Polyakov ¥or computing the effects of the monopoles

in three dimensions on the Wilson loop. It also appeared with some

variations in ref. ( 18 ). For three dimensions, the argument

based on the semiclassical formalism of ref. ( IS ).

The intuitive guideline is the following. When computing

-•tuS/g '~' V \ it i s like computing a free energy after

having introduced in the system a local disturbance at t\,m. and 1-b .

We would then at first expect a local effect and therpfort a

constant free energy for li«.- ̂-Ip*™ . However let us rewrite

] tf-V , where V = - V <=f , along a path P.s ]j
If the true variable were V , this would correspond to a

distributed disturbance with the expectation that the free energy

should be linear in the length of ? i.e. in ! V " X ^ I . The
—^

contribution of the vortices is of this kiid: the vorticity of V

prevents the existence of a uniquely defined ^

Consider now the XY model in two dimensions. Tho vortices

are for V like current carrying wires , orthogonal to the

two dimensional plane, for a magnetic field. We can irtrc-duce a

vector potential along the orthogonal direction z

where ":1 = V*.'11 for a vortex in the origin.

For k vortices and antivortices at different position

we have the exponential of the Interaction energy of a Coulomb

(S.I)

whore Z'M»0*r'l': J . Now for a single vortex at the position %
I I 1

( 5 . 2 )

where we have assumed 1-i>- (Xb,0) and fL.»i(x,,o) , and taken a

straight path from H,» to H-lo (it is the minimal path which matters),

For many vortices distributed with

(5 .3 )

where

9 [X,-X
( 5 . 4 )

is like the Coulonibxan potential of a distribution of ^-oriented

dipoles alonff the ^ axis from X to xh (see fig. 4),

-20- -21-



T t T t t t •

Fig. 4

By summing over the various vortices, with a fugjacity A , we get

( s - s )

Since the Cou omb gas in the plasma phase is equivalent to the

Sine-Gordon model we get

(5.6)

Therefore in the plasma phase, i.e. when the vortices and antivortices

are not bounded together, we get

(5.7)

as can be seen with a saddle point evaluation by computing the free

energy on the classical solution.

In three dimension.s the vortices describe closed lines, which

are again like current carrying wires with respect to which

V — — f *-f is a magnetic field. lor a single vortex line

the- free energy can written by means of a functional integration

where we have put V = ̂ 7A A , with Jiv A =- O , and

Jfi) ~ Jl *l1^ S ̂ (5-yrt1) ( ^U) being the path described by

the vortex. Again we have for a single vortex

(5.9)

Here: 1 (?) = it* • ?(•)) • $ 11) 9 (xk-x) £{«-*«.) for a segment joining

1,».= tx«j9/O) and /1.I, = (Xb(o,«J along the x-axis, (fig. 5) and

"•̂  is therefore like the magnetic field generated by the

current i, (if desired, one can substitute jitS) with i'=

and have oL'v JU- — O } .

Fig. 5

We have used in eq. (5.9) the expression for A 11. J ;

For a single vortex carrying an action jU« pur unit path

length we then obtain, see ref. (15) for details,

X —

(S.io)

- 2 2 - -S'i-



The quantity }*. is the sum of a piece proportional to f<o and

a piece coming from entropy effects. The expression in curly

brackets can be computed formally and is

The general case of many vortices is a many body problem which is

suitably described with a second quantization formalism; onii

introduces a second quantized boson field •£ (X) and gets,

since the contribution of one vortex exponentiates as the result

of the sum over many.

(5.11)

We have also introduced, for generality, an interaction Vff ) a m o n g

vortices.

Now, if the expectation value of the vortex field is

i.e. the vortex closed paths can be indefinitely long, again we have

since the system ^ feels the disturbance T induced by the

current A, . This can be checked by considering the minimal

value for the exponent in eq. (5.1l).

6. The case of the pure Yang-Mills theory.

We discuss now the possibility of applying the finite temperature

method to a pure'Yang-HiJIs gauge theory, i.e. without Kiggs fields,

looking from this point of view for a mechanism which gives

confinement as the only phase for <i--3 , i.e. in ( 4 + J J

dimensions. We are of course also interested in understanding the

zero temperature limit ^ - j 0 0 . W e have already said in sect.

(l) that the relevant finite temperature variable for a

gauge theory is

(6.1)

where S.x are two by two matrices S> = ( * *" t "*•)

and U.»t»> is like a 0(4) Heisenbcrg model field with X **->(*)•

Confinement means that the correlation function K.

or more specifically its components like ^^Tn. (SI (

= <̂  U.̂ (*>) M,J(Ci))> are short range, i.e. behave for large

ISt->l like

Based on the experience with (J' —like models, one naturally thinks

of a well known reason for explaining that there is always the short

range phase, that is : scale invariance. This is seen in an example
(12 )A. expansion forbased on the -models, where the equations

for the "dinamically generated" correlation length M look like

(6.2)

M
Here "t is a coupling constant, <YL i-s the number of components

of the field and we imagine a suitable ultraviolet regularization.

We have taken a free propagator of the form 'Vff'1"̂  L
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dimensions to implement the scale invariance. The forni of eq. (6.2)

is what is obtained for instance in the four dimensional scale

invariant non lit ear ^ -model described in ref. ( 19). We see that,

due to the infrared divergence of the integral for H - 0 , the

solution is Hi^O for every "C . Of course, one must use the /ViH-

expansion with caution for low /j\, , for instance the usual X Y

model(•"-r2-) for a~Z is scale invariant but there is a long range

phase. However it seems that the presence of finite action classical

solutions has the effect of making impossible this phase, e.g.

this is what happens for the scale invariant 0(i) model at d.= l . j Z ^

In the case of the finite temperature theory related to the non

abelian gauge theory in (i+J) dimensions, one would expect for ol=. 3

both scale invariance and finite action classical solutions (we

will discuss them more explicitly in the following).

Of course, besides the breaking due to the temperature which is

negligible in the interesting limit p -% •» , scale invariance is

broken by renormaliyation effects, but perhaps, as ir. similar cases,

they are not powerful enough to spoil the main result. Also, we

do not know if the effective action will begin with a term quadratic

in the field it which defines the propagator; it could be that

only terms with higher non linearity are present. Here too some
( 22)

explorations of theories of that kind show that scale invariance

leads to the same result of only one short range phase.

Another possible approach is based on the knowledge of classical

solutions. As we will see, wo wilJ exploit again the consequences

of the scale invariance of the original theory. The form of J\- I** '

which corresponds to the finite action solution, i.e. the instanton,

of the JVI'1-J gauge theory is easily obtained remembering that

is just the gauge transformation giving faB — Q , evaluated at

see sect. (l). In the limit R -»» this solution which we call

(:;) We take the representation of the instanton approaching at OO
the zero fj eld configuration. This can be obtained for ft-*oo from
the finite temperature instanton* ° .

(6.3)

The parameter xo is the position of the center of the in.stanton

in the space and © is the scale. Notice that ji. does not

depend on the position of the instanton in the i; variable. The

dependence on it disappears in the limit fi-*™ . The translational

invariance in the unseen variable t is essentially the reason

for expecting that the free energies of tho effective theory, i.e.

the logarithms of thf. expectation values, in partic-uLar the log

of the correlation functions, cone out proportional to (b for &

large .

Let us now introduce a complex variable (remember eq, (6,l) )

(6.4)

C*>fx) is an azimuthal angle of the polar representation of the

vector K.>(y). We shall inquire on the behaviour of ̂ Trtji (2') iT

or \Ŵ fx'JU(,f?))> by arguing about the behaviour of the two point

function of the azimuthal angle

A similar strategy has been recently adopted to study the correlation

function of the non linear (T —model in two dimensions , The

complex variable fi. can be considered as the variable of an X Y

model defined in a subspace of the Wx variables. By a semiclassical

argument, we will consider the effect of the instanton solutions

on the correlation function of this XY model. The classical

solution of eq. (6.3) gives , for X^ — O , U4 -

ith.



At infinity Z -A, , i.e. the X Y field points in a definite

direction. On the circumference 11.= f/n on the x ^ plane, see

fig. (6)j both U<( and W.j are simultaneously zero, that is this

circumference is a vortex ring.

For instance, by going around n.= %Al in the

'see fig. (7), UC3 ) varies of XII.

plane,

-e-
Fig. 7

Therefore the instanton solution can be regarded as a closed vortex

line for our X Y model. We have seen in sect. (5) ,for d-i, which is

the effect of the vortex lines on the correlation Functions; they

induce a short range behaviour, i.e. confinement, when vortex lines

of very large length become important. But this is precisely what is

expected from scale invariance; the instanton size e , which

measures the length of the vortex line, con be very large. Notice

that here we use just the effect which makes doubtful the standard

-28-

treatments of the instantons, like the dilute gas approximation.

Of course the instanton is just one configuration which gives a

particularly regular vortex line. Configurations which do not

correspond to minima for the action, for instance large fluctuations

around the instanton and irregular vortex lines,are also welcome.

If we follow the treatment of sect. (5) for constructing the many

body formalism which describes the behaviour of the correlation

function in presence of many vortex lines, we see that we begin

with the functional integral for a single vortex line

times a functional integral in ACi*} . The field variable A

describes the vortex line self interaction and the interaction

with other vortex lines (in sect. (5) we have taken the form

of -the action for A which is appropriate for the usual X I

model; here one should compute it from the S IX^) gauge theory,

but for our discussion it is not necessary to know its explicit

form). The quantity *[ (̂ ) represents the perturbation due to

the external particles.

The variable <| (t) describes the vortex line and the

functional integral corresponds to the sum over the possible

deformations. One of the;points % , arbitrarily taken to be

the final or initial point, gives the overall position of the

vortex line in space. Now we remember that there is also an

integration over the position in the ~C variable: this gives an

extra factor ft , since for ft large the vortex line does not

depend on it, that is we have to replace in the formulae of sect,(5)

If we proceed, we obtain the formal expression off the correlation

function in termis of a functional integral over the field J

-29-



which in the many body formalism describes the vortex lines

As we said, the crucial point is the condensation of the ft field,

which means that configuration of infinitely long vortex linos become

important. The signal of this condensation is the divergence of the

integral over the instanton size 3 in perturbation theory.

Indeed at the zero loop order the weight, of the classical solution,

i.e. the exponential of minus the action, does not depend on J

as a consequence of the scale invariance. At the one loop order

the scale invariance is broken by the renormalization scale, but

we still have a divergence and actually the loop expansion becomes

meaningless for sizable 5 • Besides this, we would also expect

entropy effects for large deformations of the instanton shape growing

as the exponent of a power of e . Therefore we expect that the large

size will be the dominant ones, a situation which corresponds to

large vortex lines in the effective theory for our X Y model,

fhe large correlation function behaves as

which,as seen, is equivalent to say that the Wilson loop decreases

with the area.
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